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Program Notes 
Sonata No. 1 in G minor for Solo Violin 
Johann Sebastian Bach (1685- 1750) 
Bach's solo violin Sonatas and Partitas are some of the most important 
and demanding repertoire for violin. Because they are written for 
unaccompanied violin, the instrument's line is polyphonic, meaning in 
each sonata and partita there are two or more melodic or harmonic lines 
being played simultaneously. When played correctly, it may resemble 
the sound of an organ, with a distinct bass and melodic line. The slow 
and heartfelt improvisatory Adagio serves as an introduction to the 
following Fuga. As with any fugue, the focus of the Fuga is on the 
subject, which is stated in the opening motive, then expanded upon and 
restated throughout the movement. The consistent multiple-stops in 
this fugue serve the purpose of both filling in harmonies and suggesting 
four independent voices. The Siciliana is a dance-like movement that 
contrasts the other movements in the major key of B flat, and is 
followed by the vivacious concluding Presto. 
the forgotten dialect of autumn, for violin and electronic sounds 
Heather Stebbins (1987 - ) 
Autumn has always been my favorite season, both tangibly and 
metaphorically. I fmd that the colors, sounds, smells, and sensations of 
autumn invariably put my mind in a pensive state; it is in this state I am 
most inspired. the forgotten dialect rifautumn reflects the season's ability to 
speak to me in this language of the senses. The electronic element 
represents the mysterious language, while the violin represents my 
personal reaction. The piece begins with the last few traces of summer 
and the turbulence of the changing seasons. The electronics and violin 
then settle into the contemplative condition of deep autumn. Finally, as 
the last few leaves fall, the electronics and violin enter a stark and quiet 
soundworld, reflecting autumn's last few breaths. the forgotten dialect rif 
attfumn is written for and dedicated to the talented musician and my 
good friend, Jess Clough. (HS) 
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Sonata No.1 in G minor for Solo Violin, S. 1001 Johann Sebastian Bach 
(1685- 1750) 
I. Adagio 
II. Fuga 
III. Siciliana 
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String Quartet in F minor 
I. Modere- Tres doux 
II. Assez vif- Tres rythme 
III. Tres lent 
IV.Agite 
Heather Stebbins 
(1987-) 
Maurice Ravel 
(1875 -1938) 
String Quartet in F minor 
Maurice Ravel (1875 -1938) 
French composer Maurice Ravel wrote his only String Quartet while 
he was still in attendance at the Paris Conservatory. The first 
performances of this work received mixed reviews, including intense 
dissatisfaction from Gabriel Faure, to whom the work was dedicated, 
and immense praise from one of the most well-known French 
composers, Claude Debussy. The contrasting movements of the 
quartet are unified by themes that recur throughout the piece. Within 
each movement, Ravel utilizes an extensive range of tone colors and 
sonorities produced by string instmments. The fust movement is 
lush and melodious, followed by the percussive and exciting second 
movement. The slower third movement evokes deep pensive 
emotions with poignant solo lines and juxtapositions of color and 
mood. The final movement bursts forward in an interesting and 
difficult time signature of 5/8, drawing on the power of simultaneous 
melodies, registral spacing, and allusions to the original themes. The 
entire quartet concludes with the strength of rhythmic unity and an F 
Major chord. 
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